
       Why We Gesture 

 Gestures are fundamental to the way we communicate, yet our understanding 

of this communicative impulse is clouded by a number of ingrained assump-

tions. Are gestures merely ornamentation to speech? Are they simply an 

“add-on” to spoken language? Why  do  we gesture? These and other questions 

are addressed in this fascinating book. McNeill explains that the common 

view of language and gesture as separate entities is misinformed: language is 

inseparable from gesture. There is gesture–speech unity. 

 Containing more than 100 illustrations,  Why We Gesture  provides visual 

evidence to support the book’s central argument that gestures orchestrate 

speech. This compelling book will be welcomed by students and researchers 

working in linguistics, psychology and communication. 

  DAVID MCNEILL  has taught at the University of Michigan, Harvard University, 

Duke University and the University of Chicago, where he is now an Emeritus 

Professor.   
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xv

    Preface     

   Why We Gesture  capstones three previous books—an inadvertent trilogy span-

ning 20  years— How Language Began  (Cambridge University Press, 2012), 

 Gesture and Thought  (Chicago University Press, 2005) and  Hand and Mind  

(Chicago University Press, 1992). In  Why We Gesture  the three merge into a 

single multifaceted hypothesis.  1   It has many facets but is one hypothesis. To 

present it in its fullness is the purpose of the book. The integration itself—that 

it is possible—is part of the hypothesis. Integration occurs because of a central 

idea—implicit in the trilogy, explicit here—that gestures orchestrate speech. 

In simplest terms, this answers the implicit question   of our title:  to orchestrate 
speech is why we gesture . We gesture because we speak—not that speech trig-

gers gesture but that gesture orchestrates speech; we can speak because we 

gesture, rather than we gesture because we speak. To present such a package 

takes time and an ordering of parts but the whole is the important thing, to be 

grasped as such, considered all at once and all together. To this end, brevity is 

a virtue, and I have held the book to the main points. My impression is that 

many readers know one book of the trilogy or the other, but few have read 

them all, let alone have worked out the conceptual framework they collectively 

create. This is hardly surprising: it has nowhere been spelled out as such.  Why 
We Gesture  does it for the reader. The hypothesis in all its facets is here in one 

place, rendered as briefl y as I can manage without losing intelligibility and com-

pleteness. Moreover,  Why We Gesture  has uncovered connections that had earl-

ier escaped notice —the integrative role of gesture-orchestrated speech is one 

(mentioned in passing in  Gesture and Thought  but now on center stage). Equal 

  1     With additions from a blog (Linguist List, Cambridge extras, Gesture–Speech Unity 

at the Origin, in 6 parts, Fall 2012), McNeill ( 2014b ) and Levy and McNeill (2015). 

When I speak of “hypothesis.” I use the word in a broader and more traditional sense 

than its statistical understanding by many psychologists and social scientists. The 

 Oxford English Dictionary  captures this sense—a supposition made as a starting 

point for further investigation from known facts.  
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Prefacexvi

in importance and pervasiveness is the idea of “new” gesture-actions and how 

they differ from “old” action-actions, these last assumed widely as the core of 

gesture but that, if admitted, would decisively roadblock gesture-orchestrated 

speech. The principal new fi nding of the book is that much material coalesces 

naturally around these concepts.  
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